Abstract. High quality obstetric images have become readily available with fast magnetic resonance imaging protocols or new 3D ultrasound probes. These obstetric images provide detailed information which can be used to create realistic models of the fetus at different stages of gestation. Unfortunately, the anatomy of the mother is only partially visible in the obstetric images and a full model of the pregnant woman can only be based on deformations of a non-pregnant woman body. Numerical pregnant women models are useful for a variety of applications, including dosimetry studies to assess the potential health effects of low-frequency electro-magnetic fields generated by power lines and electrical devices, planning of delivery procedure or training of obstetrical echographers. Only few models of pregnant women have been developed up to now, and they all lack realism and medical accuracy in representing the different stages of gestation and the anatomical variability of the fetal anatomy and positioning. This paper describes a novel methodology to create a set of detailed 3D pregnant women based on a series of controlled automatic deformations of a generic woman body envelope to insert pre-segmented utero-fetal units using a physics-based interactive modeler.
Overview of Existing Pregnant Women Models
Numerical models of the adult and infant body used for dosimetry [1] can be categorized into three classes, depending on the type of representation. The first class includes mathematical models, where anatomical structures are described using surface equations. They were proposed for their ease of implementation in pioneer works [2] , but they are inherently limited in terms of anatomical realism. For instance, modeling the brain with an ellipsoid remains a coarse simplification of the organ. The second class includes voxelized models, built with segmented medical images, which are now preferred as they accurately represent the human anatomy. However, medical data is not always available and its segmentation requires an important amount of manual interaction. This explains the introduction of a third class: the synthetic models, built using computer graphics software tools such as Blender [3] . The most satisfying models are generated under supervision of experienced anatomists, to ensure their realism [4] .
In its 2005 research agenda, the World Health Organization stressed out the need for developing numerical models of the pregnant woman at different stages of pregnancy, in order to study the influence of electromagnetic fields on the fetus. Since whole body medical imaging data sets cannot be acquired on a pregnant patient for ethical reasons (unnecessary fetal exposure) and technical limitations (long acquisition time), two strategies have been employed to build such models. The first strategy consists in elaborating truncated voxelized models. For example, CT images were used to generate models of the maternal trunk between the 12th and the 36th weeks of gestation in [5] , distinguishing the uterus, the amniotic fluid, the fetal soft tissues and the fetal bones within the utero-fetal-unit models.
However, whole body models, i.e. representing the pregnant woman from headto-tow, are desirable and constitute the second modeling strategy. The few works dedicated to model the entire pregnant woman at different stages of pregnancy are based on emerging hybrid modeling, which relies on the combination of mathematical, voxelized and/or synthetic models. In [6] , a set of mathematical models of the utero-fetal unit (UFU) at 8, 13, 26, and 38 weeks of gestation [7] were voxelized and embedded in the non-pregnant voxelized model NAOMI. Voxel editing was required to translate and deform NAOMI organs away from the uterus. In [8] , hybrid models using the UFU and maternal organs models from [9] , the VIP-MAN model from [10] and a synthetic model of the fetus surface were merged to construct 3D surface models of a pregnant woman with detailed organs. Three models were built at 3, 6, and 9 months of pregnancy. To insert the UFU, the maternal organs were manually translated and deformed to avoid overlaps using free-form deformation lattices. Fetal soft tissues, brain and skeleton were distinguished. In [11] , a voxelized model of the UFU at 26 weeks of gestation was extracted from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. UFU models at 13 and 18 weeks of gestation were obtained by downscaling. The models are then embedded inside a detailed voxelized non-pregnant woman model [12] using free-form deformations.
Our group has proposed a methodological framework in [13, 14] to create UFU models from medical images and generate hybrid pregnant woman models. Several realistic and detailed voxelized models of the UFU were built using MRI and 3D ultrasound (US) data sets, covering the whole pregnancy. Insertion and placement of the UFU into a woman body model was initially performed manually. Automating this task is desirable to enable the generation of multiple models, while limiting manual and subjective interactions.
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically insert the UFU into a synthetic woman body, which is deformed to host the whole uterus. As dosimetry or medical studies may require models represented in a reclined or standing positions, we also want to simulate different positioning configurations, while medical image acquisitions are always performed with patients lying down. To guarantee the realism of our women body models as well as the representation of the major variations in anatomical configurations and morphologies, we decided to design a tool to control the fat distribution on the pregnant woman envelope.
Utero-Fetal Modeling

Image Database
With the collaboration of obstetricians from the hospitals of Port-Royal and Beaujon (Paris, France), we gathered 18 3D ultrasound (US) sequences between 8 and 14 WA with high image quality. These US images have a sub-millimetric and isotropic resolution (typically 0.6 × 0.6 × 0.6 mm 3 ). In collaboration with pediatric radiologists from the Saint Vincent de Paul hospital (Paris, France), we gathered 22 MRI Steady State Free Precession (SSFP) sequences [15] between 26 and 34 WA. Strict image quality criteria for inclusion in the database are: large field of view to include the whole uterus, good overall contrast, good spatial resolution (1 × 1 × 4 mm 3 ), fast acquisition (less than 30 seconds), and low sensitivity to fetal movement artifacts.
Image Segmentation
The medical images used to build the UFU models are rather novel and have not yet lead to much work in the image processing community. Therefore, we developed specific tools for their segmentation, combining automatic methods for some tissues and interactive refinements, using the software tools MIPAV (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/) and Slicer (www.slicer.org).
Regarding the 3D US data, statistical distributions of the tissues were integrated in a deformable model to differentiate automatically the amniotic fluid from the fetal and maternal tissues [16] .
For the 3D MRI data, the segmentation procedure is based on shape and appearance models and deformable contours [17] . It was performed automatically for some fetal organs (eyes, brain, ...) and semi-interactively for some others.
These approaches have been validated by our clinical collaborators, who provided the data and work routinely with them to precisely measure fetal growth of individual organs. This validation was performed visually on a number of representative images (both US and MRI ones). This type of validation was considered as sufficient for the targeted application, where a very high accuracy is not mandatory to achieve a good realism of the derived models.
UFU Surface Reconstruction
To reconstruct the surface mesh of the tissues from the segmentation results of the 3D US images we used a standard marching cubes algorithm. Nevertheless, using this method with the segmentation results of the MRI data provided meshes with staircase effects. To reconstruct smooth meshes, we used multiple point-based graphics tools, in particular the moving least square (MLS) operator, which has recently emerged as an efficient and robust technique in digital geometry processing [13] . All the UFU models were anatomically validated by obstetricians and pediatric physicians.
Physics-Based Modeling of Pregnant Women
The developed pregnant women models are composed of three components: (i) a set of pre-segmented UFU, (ii) an empty woman body envelope provided by Daz Studio [18] , called Victoria, (iii) the pelvis bone of a pregnant woman, presegmented on a CT data set of a subject having the same height as Victoria (167 cm), provided in [5] . The goal is to apply physics-based simulations on the woman body to create realistic and flexible heterogeneous models of pregnant women. We first prepare the models to use them efficiently while running the simulations. Second, we place the models in the right position and finally, we run the simulation to get the final woman models, which can also be interactively sculpted, using physics-based methods, to add a layer of fat.
Generation of Multimodel Representations
We have chosen the open source medical simulation framework SOFA [19] to perform the physics-based pregnant women body simulations. The SOFA architecture relies on several innovative concepts, in particular the notion of multimodel representations. The simulation components consist of the woman body envelope, the skeleton and the UFU witch are defined with three types of representations (visual, behavior and collision) to respectively optimize rendering, deformation and collision detection tasks.
We use the original surface models of the three components for the visual representation and create new models for the behavior and collision representations:
1. For the skeleton, we do not generate behavior nor collision representations since we only use it as a visual landmark for positioning the UFU. 2. Victoria's body envelope behavior representation is generated from a sparse free-form deformation (FFD) of the bounding box of the visual model's trunk. We focus on the deformations of the abdominal wall, considering that the head, arms and legs do not deform during the simulation. Only the FFD cells containing some matter are considered to generate an hexahedral finite element model (FEM) of a force field while the mass is uniformly distributed. 3. The UFU is considered as a rigid object with six degrees of freedom (3D translation and 3D rotation). It is moved in space using the motion data provided by a Biovision Hierarchy file [20] . For the collision representation between the UFU and the woman envelope, the original models are decimated, which strongly simplifies contact detection computation.
Finally, each representation is connected to each other using standard mappings. In the following, the segmented fetus will be considered as a rigid structure. Although this is obviously not the case, this assumption allows us to build models where the position and shape of the fetus match the ones viewed in the acquired images, thus guaranteeing the realism and the fidelity between the images and the proposed models.
Positioning of Anatomical Elements within the Woman's Body
Victoria's representations are positioned in standing positions inside the simulation scene. The skeleton is placed inside Victoria's body interactively, using the free software tool Blender [3] . Three landmark points are manually selected on the skeleton of the generic woman body: the two femoral head centers and the center of the vertebral disk between the L3 and L4 lumbar vertebra (see Fig. 1 ). The three corresponding points are identified on the MRI images used to segment the UFU, enabling a rigid registration of the UFU collision and visual representations inside Victoria's body. Figure 2 shows four UFU automatically placed in different women models.
Interactive Pregnant Woman Body Sculpting Tool
An interactive body sculpting tool was designed to model the fat layer on Victoria's body. The idea is to consider that the standard 3D woman model is composed of two different layers of skin and fat. The volume of the fat layer is interactively modified using a mouse pointer. The points of the surface under the pointer are pushed up towards the normal direction by applying a constant force balanced by the Wendland kernel, as in (1) . The force applied on the surface is modeled with a radial basis function, centered on the 3D projection of the mouse cursor onto the surface and vanishing within a prescribed Euclidean distance, as detailed in (2) . In practice, we use the monotically decaying Wendlend quartic kernel [21] .
The surface S is sampled by the mesh M = {V, F} where V = {v i } are the vertex and F the faces. In our case, the following displacement field is applied on M:
where q is the point of the surface S under the mouse cursor, p vi is the 3D position of v i , h is an user defined support radius, n vi is the normal to the surface S at vertex p vi and α is a user defined weight. The sculpting process is operational when the mouse cursor is positioned at a point location q on Victoria and any mouse button is clicked. The displacement field is applied, until the button is released, on the surface points p i that are inside the circle centered at point q and with radius h. The displacement field decreases away from the center point q.
Once the fat layer has been modified, the volume encapsulated between the skin and the fat layers (considered as new an independent closed surfaces) is In the red frame, the landmark points identification process is performed one time, whereas in the blue frame the process is performed for each new UFU to insert, generating individual models.
filled with tetrahedras using the Isosurface Stuffing Algorithm [22] . Then, a corotational FEM force field is defined to determine its behavior. Points where there is no fat accumulation can also be defined using the mouse. Figure 3 shows with red dots the areas without fat development.
At these point locations, the force applied is always set to zero so that skin and fat layers remain attached together, creating a barrier to the fat expansion and accumulation. This procedure is necessary to delimit fat "pockets" and prevent un-physiological fat diffusion under gravitational effects. Figure 4 shows the added fat layers represented by a set of tetrahedras. 
Simulations Running
The UFU orientation is affected by the laying down position of the mother during the imaging examination. To represent the same mother in a standing position, we need to apply a pendulous movement on the UFU. We first apply a rigid 6 degrees of freedom transformation to align skeleton points of references, as described previously (see Fig. 5 ). Then, we constrain its position and its rotation except for a rotation around an axis defined by the two femoral heads, which enables the UFU to rotate while pushing the abdominal walls. We decided to apply a rotation of 35 degrees to the UFU according to our medical experts, using again the Biovision Hierarchy file [20] (see Fig. 5 ). The coarse model created for the collision detection is used to displace the abdominal wall away from the rotating UFU. At the same time, the added fat layer deforms under the gravitational force field effect, deforming the overall envelope model. As for the validation of the whole models, it has been performed by our clinical collaborators, who could in particular estimate the accuracy of the positioning of landmark points and the realism of the reconstruction. It should be moreover noticed that the proposed automated positioning method keeps the distance between the skin and the uterus wall constant, thus again guaranteeing the fidelity with the acquired imaging data.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel automated methodological framework to insert utero-fetal units, segmented on medical images, into a synthetic woman body envelope, which is deformed to host the whole uterus. As dosimetry or medical studies may require models represented in a reclined or standing positions, we also addressed the problem of simulating different positioning configurations. The realism of the UFU was guaranteed by the large database of medical image data sets acquired during this project, covering the whole pregnancy. To guarantee the realism of our women body models as well as the representation of the major variations in anatomical configurations and morphologies, we designed a tool to control the fat distribution on the pregnant woman envelope. Some issues remain regarding the parametrization of such physics-based modeling tool. Indeed, setting the right values for the mass of the fetus and the woman body is a complex task. Finding the right elasticity of the abdominal walls is also difficult to define. For the moment, these parameters are set empirically. Setting all the points where there is no fat needs advanced medical knowledge, and still has to be performed manually. Finally, detailed segmentation of the 3D US and MRI imaging data remains also difficult and still requires manual refinements to include details on the fetal organs.
All our models were anatomically validated by medical experts using visual inspection for the segmentation of the UFU tissues, the insertion of the UFU into the synthetic maternal body, the simulation of the standing position, and the addition of a user defined fat layer.
In conclusion, the proposed approach achieves a significant step further towards hybrid pregnant woman modeling, by proposing both a method to automatically position the fetus inside a generic woman body, and a novel body sculpting tool to simulate fat layers. This allows now studying the influence of the fat thickness for various applications such as dosimetry simulation studies.
